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Abstract

For patients with extensive bilobar colorectal liver metastases (CRLM), initial surgery may not be feasible and a multimodal approach including microwave ablation (MWA) provides the only chance for prolonged survival. Intraoperative navigation systems may improve the accuracy of ablation and surgical resection of so-called “vanishing lesions”, ultimately improving patient outcome. Clinical application of intraoperative navigated liver surgery is illustrated in a patient undergoing combined resection/MWA for multiple, synchronous bilobar CRLM. Regular follow-up with computed tomography (CT) allowed for temporal development of the ablation zones. Of the ten lesions detected in a preoperative CT scan, the largest lesion was resected and the others were ablated using an intraoperative navigation system. Twelve months post-surgery a new lesion (Segment IVa) was detected and treated by trans-arterial embolization. Nineteen months post-surgery new liver and lung metastases were detected and a palliative chemotherapy started. The patient passed away four years after initial diagnosis. For patients with extensive CRLM not treatable by standard surgery, navigated MWA/resection may provide excellent tumor control, improving longer-term survival. Intraoperative navigation systems provide precise, real-time information to the surgeon, aiding the decision-making process and substantially improving the accuracy of both ablation and resection. Regular follow-ups including 3D modeling allow for early discrimination between ablation zones and recurrent tumor lesions.
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Core tip: For patients with extensive bilobar colorectal liver metastases (CRLM), surgery may not be an option and a multimodal approach including computer navigated intervention may be the only chance for prolonged survival. Here we report on a 59-year-old patient undergoing combined resection/microwave ablation for multiple, synchronous bilobar CRLM using an intraoperative navigation system. Of the ten lesions detected in a preoperative computed tomography scan, the largest was resected and the remaining nine ablated. Navigated interventions may provide excellent tumor control, possibly improve longer-term survival, provide real-time information to the surgeon, thus aiding the decision-making process and substantially improving ablation and resection accuracy.
INTRODUCTION

Improved surgical and interventional techniques combined with increasingly efficient chemotherapy yield 5-year survival rates of up to 50% in patients with colorectal cancer. Unfortunately, only a minority of patients qualify for surgery and local hepatic recurrence affects up to three quarters of all radically operated patients. Limitations of classical surgery include achieving complete (R0) tumor removal while leaving behind sufficient liver volume post-resection, a problem often encountered in patients with multiple, bilobar colorectal cancer liver metastases (CRLM). Although such patients (i.e., those deemed non-resectable) may profit from ablative techniques, until now this has been associated with worse long-term survival compared to resection. Whether this difference is due to confounding factors, with ablation generally offered to patients with an a priori poorer prognosis, or results from a lack of ablative precision, is not yet fully understood.

A further problem concerns the so-called “vanishing lesions”, where lack of an intraoperative-tumor-site identification renders adequate treatment difficult.

CASE REPORT

A 59-year old patient with multiple, synchronous, bilobar CRLM deemed inoperable with regard to tumor extent and location underwent computer-navigated, combined resection and microwave ablation (MWA). This paper focuses on the challenges faced in such complex clinical settings and possible new technological advantages available with intraoperative navigation systems for soft tissue surgery.

Preoperative 3D virtual surgical planning (MeVis)

Our patient underwent a preoperative abdominal tri-planar MeVis computer tomography (CT) (MeVis Research, Bremen, Germany) scan, depicting detailed liver anatomy with identification of vascular territories (portal, arterial and venous) as well as the exact location of the metastases.

Operative procedure

The patient received a low anterior rectum resection in January 2008 for a T3 N2 (4/33) M1 G2 R0 rectal adenocarcinoma. Ten liver lesions were distributed in all lobes, except segment V. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy included eight cycles of FOLFOX-Avastin. Eighteen months post-surgery, follow-up MeVis CT and fludeoxyglucose (FDG)-positron emission tomography (PET)/CT excluded extra-hepatic tumor deposits. While most liver metastases remained stable, one (segment VII) showed progression. Following interdisciplinary discussions, the decision was taken to combine local resection (largest lesion, segment VII) with intraoperative MWA to improve local-tumor control and long-term outcome; especially as chemotherapy was not supported well and partial metastatic progression was noted.

Image-guided intraoperative navigation system (CAScination)

Preparation: The planning data (MeVis) were loaded directly into the navigation system as a 3D-surface model, providing an optimal connection between preoperative surgical planning and intraoperative task execution (Figure 1).

Set-up: The CAScination navigation system is placed at the head end of the patient with sterile-covered touch screens facing the surgical team (Figure 2).

Sterile markers are attached to the instruments of choice (CUSA/ultrasound probe/MWA hand piece) and patient registration carried out using a combination of external (surface) landmarks on the liver as well as internal structures (e.g., bifurcation main portal veins/hepatic veins, tumor sites). Details of instrument calibration/guidance as well as patient-to-CT registration are provided in a previous study by Peterhans et al.

Instrument guidance: Upon completion of the registration process, the registered tools in use are displayed/superimposed onto the patient’s 3D liver model on the touch screen. This then allows, for example, the correct placement of the MWA needle into the lesions-avoiding injury to vessels or biliary structures.

Most of the smaller lesions could not be identified by bimanual palpation and intraoperative ultrasound (IOUS). Nine lesions were ablated using navigated MWA (Accu5i applicator, Microsulis, United Kingdom), with an energy of 100 W for 90-120 s, while the lesion in segment VII was removed by an atypical resection. There were no intra-/peri-operative complications. The patient was discharged after eight days.

Figure 3 shows MeVis CT data sets preoperatively and at three, nine and twelve months postoperatively. A tiny lesion of initially uncertain dignity was detected nine months postoperatively. At one year post-intervention, recurrent disease (Seg IVa) was treated by trans-arterial chemo-embolization. Nineteen months post liver-surgery, new hepatic and pulmonary metastases were detected and a palliative chemotherapy started. The patient succumbed to the disease three years and ten months after initial diagnosis.

DISCUSSION

Low-risk loco-regional therapy options, such as radiofrequency ablation or MWA, may be a valid option for patients with CRLM. Owing to very low morbidity and mortality rates, ablation techniques have gained wide acceptance from patients and clinicians alike. However, high local recurrence rates of up to 39%, particularly in
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lesions greater than 3 cm\(^{[12]}\), remain problematic.

Additionally, when lesions are not radiologically visible (“vanishing lesions”) anymore, oncologists, interventional radiologists and surgeons are left with a difficult task. It is often the case that extended hepatic resections, aiming to remove all affected liver segments, are neither feasible (insufficient liver mass/chemotherapy-associated liver injury) nor desired.

As was the case in our patient with extensive, bilobar CRLM, a multimodal approach was required to determine the best treatment strategy. The decision to use intraoperative computer-navigated resection and MWA arises mainly because of the following (three) issues: the complexity of the tumor distribution, the need to preserve hepatic tissue (chemotherapy induced liver injury) and tumor dynamics, which suggest an aggressive, disseminated disease.

Tools for the preoperative virtual planning of resections and intraoperative ablations have been developed several years ago and are used in clinical routine\(^{[13-15]}\). The difficulty remains in bringing this preoperative information back into the operating theater. Intraoperative navigation systems allow the surgeon to integrate the previously gained virtual environments into real time\(^{[16]}\). One of the main challenges when applying navigated surgery onto moving soft tissues, such as the liver, lies in the accurate, intraoperative patient registration\(^{[19]}\). As of today, only very few studies are available in which the use of navigation systems has reached clinical levels\(^{[8,17,18]}\).

Here we present a 59-year old patient who, despite
Treatment

Of the ten lesions detected in a preoperative computed tomography scan, the largest lesion in segment VIII was resected and the others were ablated with an energy of 100 W for 90-120 s using an intraoperative navigation system.

Term explanation

Computer assisted liver surgery refers to a surgical concept and set of methods, that rely on computer technology for presurgical planning, and for guiding and performing surgical interventions.

Experiences and lessons

Intraoperative navigation systems may not only provide local tumor control but also improve longer-term survival in carefully selected patients, initially deemed inoperable or not amenable for local ablative therapies.

Peer review

Multimodal, individualized therapies increasingly result in long-term tumor control in patients with advanced colorectal liver metastases. While navigated ablation +/- resection is feasible and applicable in a clinical setting, its role in future treatment strategies remains to be defined.
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